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Starting fro™ a discrete, self-generaltag and self-organizing, 
recursive model and self-consistent interpretive rules we construct: 
the scald constants of physics (3,10,137,1.7MQ 3 8); 3+1 Minkowski 
space with 4 discrete metric wwi the algebraic bound AcAta 1; the 
Einstein-deBruglie relation; algebraic "double silt" interference; 
a singlet ime momentum-space scattering theory connected to labor
atory experience; an approximation to "wave functions;" "local" 
phase sevorunce and hence both distant correlations a/id separa
bility; baryon number, lupton number, charge and helieltyt <np/iue; 
a cosmology not in diKajtreement with current observations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The claims made in th. abstract will strike mont physicists as 

Incredible, as they do the author. They are Che cuusi-quence of the 
convergence of a number of lines of research extending over three 
decades, some of which lias been published (1,2,3), This contribution 
to the Sympo'iium on Wave-Particle Dualism2 is the first attempt to 
bring these atrands together in a cohorent fashion* A more detailed 
presentation by Amson, Bftstin, Xilmister, Parker-Rhodes, Stein and 
this author Is in preparation;-1 errors of omission and i/ornmlHulon 
in this version are the solo responsibility of this author. 

That quantum mecnanlcs requires revision at a fundamental 
level, though often denied by workers In the vineyard af experimen
tal and mathematical physics. Is no news to the participants of this 
symposium, celebrating Louis deBroglie's 90th birthday and his fun
damental contribution to the new direction taken by physics in this 
century* The point of View developed here is Chat the discrete 
phenomena exemplified by quantum mechanics cannot be consistently 

(Invited talk presented at the Symposium in Honor of the 90th 
Birthday of Louis deBroglle - Wave Particle Dualism, Perugia, 
Italy. April 22-30, 1982.) M 



Incorporated within the continuum irftweworV of Euclidean geometry 
and the Newtonian synthesis. Bohr believed that this hoptic lan
guage was Inescapable and tried to meet the problem by a "corres
pondence principle" and the profound Idea of "compllmentarlty." 
Einstein and deBtoglie challenged this approach as productive oF 
paradox, or at least incompleteness, but for seat working physicists 
the "Bohr-Einstein debate" left Bohr In possession of the field; 
they went on to wore pragmatic concerns. The existence of the de 
Braglie Foundation and thin Symposium is evidence that the Issue is 
far from dead; indeed it has bacons a fruitful field for experi
mental study (4). 

One way to see why the foundation of physics on continuum 
standards of mass, length and tins with their implied "scale invar-
lance" Is inadequate is to follow the method of operational analysis 
advocated by Bridgrasn (5) applied to thouitht experiments In the 
tradition of Galileo and Einstein, For example we can consider the 
double silt experiment using deBroglie waves with particle detectors 
in the silts (6) as well as in the array where the statistical data 
showing both single and double silt Interference accumulates. Since, 
nonralatlvistlc quantum mechanics depends only on h and m. It is 
seal* Invariant, and It would seen that one could establish these 
affects at macroscopic dimensions and then extrapolate to arbitrar
ily abort distances. However careful analysis shows (6) that If 
there is a smallest finite mass (usually assumed to be m e ) this 
extrapolation is frustrated. 

This recent analysis Is but another version of earlier studies. 
In discussing Che measurability of the electromagnetic field, Bohr 
and Rosenfeld (7) made use of the fact that quantum electrodynamics 
rests on only two dimensional constants (h and c) and hence that 
their thought experiments incorporating the (noardativlstlc) uncer
tainty principle could be performed with macroscopic apparatus and 
then extrapolated to arbitrarily snail distances. But they conclude 
their paper by noting that once there is a mass parameter in the 
theory, the analysis breaks down. This challenge to (he operational 
justification for second quantisation has never, In our opinion, 
bean metj thus we distrust current quantum field theories for 
massive particles. 

Of more Immediate rclwancc to our current effort Is the pro
found analysis by Wick (8) of Yukawa's moson theory (9). Since spe
cial relativity requires that a region of dimension r con only act 
coherently during a time Interval it for r<cit and by Heisenbcrg's 
uncertainty principle £t*tS/flEt if two systems within a region -
bounded by r communicate with a system of mass u then if AESnc (by 
special relativity again) such a mass can be present. Accepting 
Newton's third law, total wtaf— ' - will bv conserved but the rela
tive momentum between the t ...Lirms becomes arbitrary except for 
that restriction •• -nc- may wllV'scatter" if they approach each 
other ci ntusr than 
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wending the argument to shorter distance, If r<fc7nuc there can be 
n "quanta" present and concept of "particle" as a point with nasa 
bvcakv down. This is, of course, one of the sources of the infini
ties in conventional unantun field theory. Thus special relativity 
and quantum Mechanics When coupled together prevent any consistent 
continuum description of shore distances fron being constructed. 

?et another example of the problem Is provided by Dyson's anal
ysis (10) of What must happen in renorataiizod quantum alectrodynem-
Iftft when more than 137 charged particle pairs are found within a 
radius It/2 mc. Their electrostatic energy then exceeds the energy 
needed to create another pair and the proxies looses precise defini
tion. By extension, the same analysis applies to i,l * 10 3* gravita
ting bsryons of nucleonlc mass (11) (they font a Laplaclae. "black 
hole"). Thus we already have within conventional physics a ruason 
to take seriously a theory such as the one presented here which 
calculates the pure numbers 13? and 1,7" 1 0 3 0 in such a way as to 
associate them with thuse quantum phenonena. 

We hope that these k;-imy\tiB fron within physics will motivate 
sons of out colleagues to cb.-.̂ ider our claim that fundamental revi
sion might be worth while. Mathematical objections to the continu
um hava, of course, a much longer history starting at least With the 
paradox* of Zeno, as discussed by Aristotle, the adoption of a ron-
donlzcd version of Aristotle's least step by Epicurus, and continu
ing to the present day In the constructive mathematics of urouwer, 
Bishop and M«rtin-I.of. 

Anothur discipline that contributes to the development of our 
theory Is computer science, tianthey (12) claims that concurrent 
asynchronous conmun'rating digital systems whose communications are 
required to be synchronized necessarily have an uncertainty princi
ple* He also shows that quantum systems can be viewed as concurrent 
processes described by finite algorithms. Of course any constructive 
mathematical theory must in principle be computable; this principle 
has bci-n very helpful in our research. 

For this author one important motivation for this research 
stems from a desire to provide a conceptual framework for physics 
that is broad tmough to encompass all sciences. Given conservation 
laws, random background, and herltablllty of characteristics provid
ing dynamic stability against that random background, neo-Darwlnian 
evolution (for apecics defined fey a statistical ensemble and not by 
a single genotype <13)> is inevitable. He will find that a K these 
character1stics occur in the theory developed here. We will also 
see tliut although we can under appropriate circumstances talk about 
approximately separated systems (approximately because ultimately 
all our processes Uavu a common origin) end hence in a sense can 
talk about "observe™" our "measurement theory" does not allow them 
to obtrude in thu way they do In von Neumann's quantum mechanics. 

IT. CKNIXUION AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE ALGEBRAIC MODEL 
Although the precise form of the generating operation ws adopt 
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la not critical, provided It can start from the empty set 9, we take 
for coneretanesa that due to Conway (14): 
G: If L, R ara two disjoint subsets of S, adjoin {L/R> to S. 
Thl.i gives us {as w will see) the natural numbers 0,l t2 v»». which 
become (a) our ordering parameters, (b) the source of onr "quantisa
tion." and (e) the tool we need for constructing "coherence.1* But 
since we do not know at any particular stage just what elements are 
In play using Just this operation, we oust define sane process by 
which we can check whether an element generated by C is novel or 
not. This Is done recursively as follows. 

Specify a function fs S*S*T (here T is some collection which 
Includes 3) with the property that there is a fixed subcollectlon 
Z of S and i uv € Z iff u and v are the sane element. We also require 
<i) fuu«2, <11) f uv<2»>f vu«2, (ill) fuvCZand f vw€ Z-£f uw« 2. 
If 0 Is the unique element of some one clement 7. »e can then prove' 
that 

Theorem It Every f is equivalent to some s for which (i) guu-0, 
(11) suv-gvu, (ill) gu(; vw) -g(guv) w. 
Proof; (a) Define ?uv> 0 if u"v, -• f uv otherwise. Evidently l i t 
and ?uu»0. (b) Suppose the elements of S to_ have_ been ordered by 
any recursive process, and define f uv = min(f uv, f vu) where 0 is 
counted as the least element and 1,2,3.... are regarded as ordered 
la the usual way. Easily f if S f and I uu»0. f uv» Ivu. (e)„ 
(Conway's trick} Define guv* the least element w such that f w(guv) 
* 0 , fw(guv)|> wforallQ<u, *«v. Then, easily, g = f = f and. since 
guv-0 iff u and v are the same element, we have gttu*>0. suv-gvu, 
and also guv»0 and g w - 0 implies that guw»o. 

It remains to prove (ill) Which, following Conway, is most 
easily done by explicit construction. From the definition (j00*0, 
gOl "1 «g 10, sogll cannot be 1 but it can be 0: therefore fill - 0 . 
g02 cannot he 1 or 0 but can be 2. Then gl2 cannot be 2.1,0, so 
•ust be called 3. Next g 22 - o, and 90 on. 

It Is straightforward, if a little tedious to proves 
Theorem 2: If 8 la a closed system then |s| - 2 " for integral o and 
there is an isomorphism <S,g)» ( v

ni +j) where V n is the vector space 
of n dimensions over £3, 
One can than go on to discuss closure under this operation (discrim
ination), define a minimum labeling rule based on this property (IS) 
and prove 
Theorem 3i There is a unique complete hierarchy with more than two 
levels 1 It has successively completed levels of 3, 10, 137 and 2 " ' 
- 1 + 137 * U 7 * 10*' elements, beyond which further extension is 
impossible. 
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The proof of this theorem by Kilralstcr (IS) Is unpublished, but an 
earlier proof by AwBOTI is given In the appendix to (2). 

Since we will have need for explicit representation! of the 
hierarchy laterk uc will use a more explicit construction. Thanks 
to Theorem 2, we arc allowed co consider bit string* of length n 
(Xj,... ,«i,... x n> x i c 0, 1 and for fixed n replace g by tittertmin-
at ion defined by n„xy> (. ,.x i+ 2 y A.. •) uhcr«? *••> is addition mod 2. 
We then define a "discrlmlnatcly closed subset" (DCsS) as any set 
of nonnull strings such that discrimination applied to any two ele
ments give* another element of the set, and we include also the 
singleton*. For csample, if wc have two linearly independent strings 
a, b we have the three DCsS: (a), (bl, (a,b,o+b). If we hod a third 
linearly independent element c, then we have in addition it), 
(b,c,brc). {c,a,e-Hi}. {a,b,c,3+b,b+c,c-t-a,a*b+c) and so on. Clearly if 
we have j linearly Independent strings then we can form 23 — J PCsS, 
since this la the number of ways we can take J distinct things 
1,2. ..., ) at a tine. Thus, starting with the strings (01) and (10) 
we have ((10)1, ((01)), ((10),(01),(U>). If we now ask for J"? 
matrices for which these sets are the only eigenvectors, which are 
linearly independent, and nonsJugular so that they do not man onto 
zero, we can rvpresent the Information about discriminate closure 
contained in tlium- 2 2 — 1-3 TJCsS at a level of greater complexity. 
Rearranged at* strlnp.jt of lenj*,th 4, these Matrices can than form a 
basis for constructing 2 3 - 1 «• 7 DCsS. In this CASK the maximal set 
with seven ulum^nts is (up to an arbitrary reordering of the bits 
in all the elements simultaneously) unique: f (1110), (1100) , (1101), 
(0010),((Mil),(finoi),(1111)). This can again be moppod (2) by 4 * 4 
matrices, «nd a third l«vcl with 2 7 - 1 = 127 DCsS constructed. These 
can again be mapped by 16" 16 matrices (2) and thusu in turn used 
to construct a fourth level with l 1 2 1 - 1 DCsS. But the process 
terminates hfre since there arc only (256) 2 linearly independent 
matrices of "0*8'* and " I V and these then cannot be used to map 
all the elements of level 6. 

We see that the hierarchy labeling scheme ts exhausted after 
* +136 labels of length 25b have been assigned, and after genera
tion and <llsrr1mlnatfon h a w fflK-ii up the remaining labele of 
length 236, all uc can do is to start increasing the length of the 
strings* We call this additional part of the string, of length n* 
the "address;** that is, any string from now on will be of length 
256+n with the first 256 bits called the "label" and the n bits 
which follow called the "address." 

111. CONSTRUCTION OF THE STATISTICAL MODEL 
Since, because of discriminate closure, discrimination or. the 

labels In our rondel will keep on throwing up the flit values if we 
wait lung enough, eventually ve will come to have a large collection 
of strings nil with the same label and with the miitit* number of bits 
b " n o + N l of tht address where Mo and Nj. are the number of euros 
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and 1*6 In tha addreaa, however dletributed. Our tasfc Is to find a 
well defined way to "break Into" thU, at first sight chaotic, 
situation using rulee that can eventually be related to laboratory 
experience. He hope, ultimately, to derive theaa stability condi
tions from w t basic, operationsV the rules we choose are, we claim, 
consistent with then but whether they are unique remains an open 
question* 

Tha laboratory paradigm on which the rules arc modeled cones 
from experience la high energy physics laboratories where "parti
cles" are defined by the sequential flricg or counters at fixed 
geometric positions, velocity defined by the ratio of the distance 
between counter* to the tine Interval between firings, and their 
•a** ratios measured by mosentum-energy conservation. Oar first 
seep ia to daflaa the rational fraction ub-(m-Nn). Clearly 
-lSus+l, and each labeled adores* is characterised by Ai,(w,b). 
Since a large weeper of addressee carry the same label, we seek an 
elementary sampling procedure which will select out an ensemble 
a\|.(v,b) for which v-<«>< Consider three such sampllnge through 
which the label Ig, persists ordered by Increasing bit number 
b^b<bi* and for which at the second sampling b,<w>"vi while at the 
third bV»<u>«vj,'. Each sampling will involve additional sequences 
of labeled enaenbleei the persistence of Li is insured by requiring 
that In the sequence we are discussing DL^L^oLj, DLJL2-L3, DL1L1" 
tj». Conelder now the second sequence characterised by label 12 and 
ordered by b2<b<b2*, where the value b is required to be the same by 
requiring DbAiAj^s'DbAl'Aj'i If the bit number b is not common! then 
no sampling can occur by our fundamental requirement on discrimin
ation, 

Tha label persistence we have now guaranteed is not sufficient 
to specify the connection between the values vjv2 and vi'v^ before 
and after the sampling (i.e., ordered by bt*b«bi'), For this we 
assume that to each label I we can assign a unique positive value 
(which may be 0 for soma labels), and define two functions c(v)» 
o(u) by e*-p£»p2, p(v)*v£(»). Then we require that for a sampling 
to take place the ensembles are connected by the requirement 
01<.VI)«BJ<V3)-PI(VX ,)'»P2(V2 ,>' 

In our last step we have clearly defined "amentum conserve* 
tion" in a way that adumberB Einstein's modification of Mevton's 
third law. We feel comfortable with this because the only obvious 
structure la our address strings other than b-No+Mj is the dif
ference defining a rational fraction bounded in absolute value by 
unity. We also have available the integer ordering parameters 
h]<b<bi' and b2<b<b2* which can serve as a "time ordering". Tha 
fact that we must rely on discrimination In constructing our 
information-preserving structure Chen provides "synchronisation" 
because h must lie betuaea both limits. What U mUslng Is son* 
construction that will connect chest; t-Jemanis to a "metric space" 
in thu geometrical sense. Here we arc guided by Stein's insight 
(16) that an ensemble of bLt strlngr. of bit number b can be viewed 
as a "random walk" which has taken b att^a. 
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With this model In mind, we Chink of Che fiv.it sequence as 
starting when che bit length Is b].W) and that the generation 
operation has added b hits an the end of this string, lie now con
struct our ensemble which Is sampled at the "intersection" of che 
two sequences using only these b bits, and define the "distance" 
from tha reference position §i^°' to the second sampling as 
5l<*l»*)-$lW with b-bi-bi<<**,. Clearly in this Interpretation 
the mean position of the distribution Is at v]b-. But the probability 
of a step in this direction is <Si/b>«<l+vi)/2 while the probability 
of a step In the opposite direction <No/b>-(l-vji)/2. Thus the stan
dard deviation a-<(Ni-No)2>'1- (,b(l-v£)/i,)*i. We see that even if 
Vi"0, there is a SOS chance that the sampling will give a position 
re/2 or greater from the position of the mean. Hence we are lead 
to define our distance not by che peak of the distribution but by 
Sl<uii«i-b1<0))-raW>-v1<b1-b1<°>)-<i/ir/2)/l^i3?1, B u t u h o t w e raean 

by the velocity parameter vi is not yet clear. We specify it by 
assuming that for the Becond sequence \>2"0» o n d hence that 
52tO,b2-b2<°))-t^'/2. But the sign of the velocity is still arbi
trary, since it comes from choosing N^-No rather than visa versa 
in our basic definition. Clearly we can resolve the ambiguity by 
treating v as the relative velocity between the two ensembles; 
Thus we have derived i£/2-(C 2-C 2

( 0Vu l-C l
t 0 >-v£b 1-b x

( 0 ):]/v'l-v 2; 
<£/2-C l-S 1

t o>=[C 2-e2 ( 0 > +vO>2-b2 C O >)]/v'i^ and hence also by 
elementary algebra that b i - b i ^ - C b a ^ ^ + v C S a - ^ 0 * ) W l - v 2 ; 
b 2-b2<°5 B[b 1-b 1< 0)-w(5j-5 1

( 0>>3/v'l-u 2, Thus our interpretation of 
the statistical distribution carrying a conserved label as t^c 
ordering parameter b increases leads directly, we claln, to the 
algebraic equivalent of the Polncarl transformation in a 1+1 
"dimensional" Minkowski space, with the distinction chat the "time" 
la represented by integers. We will see below that this integer 
character of our description cannot disappear. 

So far we have nut had to specify our "step length" in the 
random walks. Prom our basic definition If u»0 we necessarily 
have v«il (i.e., the bit string is all "l's" or all"0's" with no 
dispersion). But this will also be approximately true if c la very 
l&rge compared to u. Thus we are forced to assume that our step 
length S C-1/E, This as we will see below is in fact the Elnsteln-
deBroglte relation. We thus have derived the "quantization of 
energy" directly from the discreteness of our construction. We 
are very pleased that this confirmation of deBroglie's basic in
sight that "particles," like photons, have an "internal" periodi
city which lleit at the heart of quantum mechanics should have been 
achieved in the year of his 90th birthday. Further, since our time 
atepa are necc»sarlly Integral, orfe! while since also the number of 
steps I G is Integral Acsi. Thus, Invoking the lorentz invarlance 
already established we have fiEfltalf&Upil. We emphasise that these 
restrictions are not the "uncertainty principle," which we will 
discuss in due course, but simply an expression of Che restrictions 
arising from the discreteness of our basic construction. 
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We now have "coordinate" pairs <S,b) where € can l>« any posi
tive or negative number and b can be any positive or negative 
integer. We also have labeled "lines" Li. 1-2 which intersect at a 
position labeled by 1.3, Since we have a finite metric coming from 
the Integer structure, we can consider three labeled lines and 
three labeled intersections, and arrange the velocities such that 
the length £i~€2 and ?2"^3 lo greater than ?l~i3« Then, since we 
have a oetric, for common b W and three intersecting lines we 
have a triangle and Euclidean geometry in a plane. Further, if 
our velocity dependent transformation is to hold for arbitrary v 
(bounded of course by tl), the coordinates perpendicular to the 
the lines must not transform. Since we have four levels to the 
hierarchy, wc can extend this argument to three spacial dimensions 
by constructing a tetrahedron, but the fact that there are only 
four types of labels we can distinguish at this point in the con
struction prevents us from going further. Thus we claim that our 
model requires us to use as our basic space the 3+1 dimensional 
Minkowski space with coordinates that have (except for the integer 
character of the "time" parameter) the usual Poincar£ tvansforma-
tions. Since \J is now a 3-vector, the definition of p I B a 3-
vector is clearly £,"ve, from which the 3-1-1 momentum space follows. 

We have now constructed ensembles of labeled binary distribu
tions (LBD's) characterised by a statistical parameter v. which can 
be accessed by statistical samplings In a space defined by the 
coordinates of the samplings containing a discrete internal period
icity ie»l/e. From these we construct an array of LBD's in three 
dimensions all having the common directed v. in a single direction 
synchronized to 3 common b W in such a way that at that time all 
the maxima along this direction are separated by the step length 
i c. After some number of Bteps n the maxima will move one step 
length. Since each step takes a time 1/e, the velocity u-
£E/n(l/e)"l/nsl, But we can also define a second velocity, that 
in which each step 1B taken in the direction v_ which is v E-
ntE/(l/e)-vslj clearly vv e»l. Were we dealing" with a wave phenome
non we would callvthe group velocity and v c the phase velocity; 
we emphasize that our construction is discrete and algebraic and 
should not be allowed to carry this continuum implication. But we 
now can define a coherence length referring to this synchronisation 
namely £»nic»l/ue-l/o. If we now consider a second synchronised 
array with a different label and v} synchronized to the same b* 0', 
the raost probable positions for elementary sampling events to 
exhibit this periodicity will be separated by this coherence length 
i. Clearly t plays for us the same role as the "deBroglie wave
length" in a wave theory. 

We now consider a situation in which there are an enormous 
number of LBD's la a plane perpendicular to v_ so densely distributed 
that the probability of the original ensemble of LBD's which will 
encounter a large number of sampling events in this region, emerging 
on the other side of this plane is negligible, except for two 
"silts" a distance dl e apart, where they are absent. If we go some 
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Large distance S behind this screen lti the direction v. and consider 
a plane perpendicular to v_ and a distance x in this plane away from 
the center line the moot probable positions for a sampling caken 
using some other erray to occur will be where the paths from the 
slits differ by an Integral number of coherence lengths nt. Thus 
by the usual geometric construction i»xd/nS, and we claim to have 
derived "double silt Interference" from our discrete model. Mote 
that even when x,d and S are "macroscopic" in the sense that they 
are all very large compared to our metric length t e, we can always 
find an arrangement in which this discrete structure is exhibited, 
thus relating macroscopic dimensions to the "microscopic" param
eter i. 

it might appear that this coherent superposition is a rather 
special case, but In fact it is an Idealisation of actual labora
tory practice which sets up time scales by using counts in detec
tors, as we will see in the next section. Thus we can use this 
"basis" as the starting point for constructing a mathematical des
cription of actual experiments. He will therefore cell this co
herent ensemble of labeled binary distributions Identified by a 
single label L (and hence value of u) and a statistical parameter 
v. on "elementary quantum particle." Note that the old problem of 
whether the "particle" goes through one or the other hole to re
solved by us by Maying that the particle is not a single entity 
but a discrete coherent statistical ensemble which can be divided 
specially into two eubensemples without losing cither Its coherence 
or its uniqueness« 

IV. SCATTERING THEORY AND MEASUREMENT 
It is now time for us to show that our constructions are, at 

least sketch!ly, directly related to the practice of physics and 
laboratory experience. Physics is usually taught in terms of basic 
aucroacople standards of Mass, Length, and Tine against which 
laboratory standards are calibrated, thus allowing pure number 
ratios to be used in calculations. This was appropriate in a con
tinuum theory which used Euclidean geometry as its mathematical 
paradigm. But in practice the standard meter is njw defined hy 
counting the number of wavelengths of light emitted by a well de
fined atomic source, the second is defined by counting the number 
of oscillations of an atomic clock, and the standard kilogram can 
ba defined, if one likes, by counting the number of hydrogen atoms 
in the volume which would balance it. Thus in practice the stan
dards of physics are already "absolute" pure numbers, and our only 
task is to show how our integers can ba related to these standards. 
In practice the contlnuun has already disappeared From physics at 
the level of the fundamental dimensional units and been replaced 
by "counting." 

The basic device we neyd for our discussion is a "counter." 
In practice this can be quit';: a complicated gadget, but It Is 
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assumed that the chain of events which leads to the firing of a 
coontar starts from a single elementary scattering event. All ve 
need do Is to identify this Initial event with our "elementary 
sampling event"; we can then leave the discussion of the accuracy 
to which thin event can b« localised in the laboratory in the com
petent bands of the experimental physicist, tie also assume him 
equipped with "rods" and "clocks" calibrated against the primary 
standards, and "sources" of particles which produce sequential 
firings of counters separated by macroscopic distances, and by 
time Intervals measured on his clock, thus giving measured velo
cities. He anticipate from our construction chat no matter what 
source he uses there will be some maximum velocity that is never 
exceeded, which is borne out in practice, and which we call c in 
dimensional units. Thus his velocity la related to our statisti
cal parameter by v_"v_c. 

The particle-physJcist cannot neasure "mass" directly by a 
balance, but Instead uses the particles from some standard source 
and measures mass ratios by using relativistlc momentum-energy 
conservation. Particle identification in practice can be quite 
complicated, but usually starts, from the fact that electron and 
proton carry "he same absolute value of electric charge, and the 
fact thac this charge Is also the quantized unit carried by other 
particles. Since we w i n identify (his parameter within our dis
crete construction in the next section, we can follow his practice. 
Identify his mass ratios u with our V and the mass In our theory 
as m«ymo where OQ is some appropriately identified standard. To 
fix our third dimensional constant we note thac we now have E* 
urage'e, £-wi]0C£ and hence can relate our microscopic length l to 
macroscopic standards by introducing a universal constant h <** 
dimensions Mf.2T"l and taking *"X-h/p. Thus we also have the funda
mental Eliutein-deBroglle relation E»hcA. The final step is then 
to set up the double slit experiment and relate the macroscopic 
distances d.S.x to this by A-xd/nS where n Is the number of the 
Interference maxima counted away from the center U n a and the dis
tances are measured using the laboratory standard. Thus, as 
Claimed, we have reduced our basic measurements to the counting of 
integers. Now thac wc have made these laboratory Identifications, 
we hava no more freedom in making contact between the mathematical 
Structure and laboratory experience "(except, as we will see in the 
next section, some still unresolved questions of how we assign 
quantum numbers at level 4, similar to the problems now being faced 
by theorists crying for "grand unification" and "supergrevity"). 

Now that we have identified particle sources and counters, we 
can conduct scattering experiments and measure the number of parti
cles scattered Into a specified solid angle relative GO the flux 
in the incident beam. The crass section so defined is dependent 
only on particle identification and momentum conservation, so dees 
not directly involve us in specifically quaar-im effects, tor ease 
of contact with conventional theory we will treat momentum so a 
continuous variable k_ ard 6-(u 2+kO\ although we will have occasion 
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to the next section Co return to the discrete picture for a funda
mental calculation, then we can describe any.scattering experiment 
to tens of a set of basis states •fc<k,l)w"Ck«3(k-k1) which are 
orthogonal and complete In the sense that Z'd3k/eit)4fc<k1)fj[<k2)-
/(d3k7tk)*|ll(k)#k2*{k,)=cS3(k1-ij«2), Thus we ere able" to describe 
any anerg/=momerifum, conserving process as a transition which take* 
us from some product of these states representing the intlel 
degrees of freedom. What is needed la a dynamical theory describ
ing each processes* 

we have seen that, although we can assume moncntum precisely 
conserved in each elementary sampling event (or scattering process), 
that the uncertainty principle to energy prevents a precise speci
fication of the energy In such processes. Thus what we need la to 
ens) up ell momentum conserving processes allowed by the combination 
of Initial and final labels we consider It such a way that the un
certainty principle in respected but only energy conserving pro
cesses are described by the boundary states. For simplicity we 
consider the eysten with zero total momentum so that the Invariant 
four nomentun P"6j+c2" el T + e2* ' o r t^lfl boundary states. Than 

this gives a high probability of energy conservation when the 
boundary States are far enough separated (differ by large values 
of n) but respects the uncertainty principle. The appearance of 
the imaginary 1 is forced on us by d m fact that if we used a reel 
linear function we could hit an actual zero in the denominator and 
produce an infinity that would be incompatible with our philosophy* 
be could try some nonlinear real structure, but this would Intro
duce aribtrary and unwarranted structure Into our statistical 
space, thus the introduction of the complex field into our theory 
cones about basically because we Insist on linearity in the basic 
scattering processes. 

This argument does not give us anything mare than the singu
larity and does not define the residue, which is also true in con
ventional scattering theory. The fore we select cones from our 
zero range or single tine scattering theory (17,18) and la chosen 
to correspond to a particle and quantum forming a "bound state" 
with the sane mass and quantum numbers as the particle, and * 
particle and anti-particle forming a "bound state" with the etas* 
of the quantum (19.20). This, as we will see more clearly when we 
discuss quantum numbers below, is precisely the structure of our 
elementary sampling events, thus we have arrived at a scattering 
theory in momentum space which, it is claimed, can be meed to ob
tain riie usual results vT reletlvistlc quantum necbanice. The 
further development of this theory, which amounts to summing up 
all scattering processes consistent with the uncertainty principle 
and leads to Faddeev and Faddeev-Yafcubovsky type integral equations, 
will be found In the series of papers to which we have Just re farredi 
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We now nave a foil momentum space description at the scatter
ing process and a dynamics which allows ua to compute cross see" 
clone and maka experimental predictions. To connect this with the 
usual a-matrix formalism foe quantum mechanics, all we need do Is 
to maka a Fourier transform of our nomantun space wave functions 
to configuration space. This is a smoothing out of our discrate 
theory, and nance an approximation whose limitations we must keep 
In mind. In particular, we saw that our Initial specification of 
an elementary campling event involved1a chain of three sampling*. 
In a conventional wave function only the coordinates of the event 
Itself appear, and the coordinates which In classical Hamilton 
Jacobl theory would represent the constants of the motion have 
disappeared* this Is clearly a mistake, as waa first pointed out 
by Phlpps ill). We see that our current development forces ua to 
the saaw point of view, so that our conf ignition space wave func
tion becomes (22) T-expf-l^Pj^l^ip^tn^t) wVere P B C n la the con
ventional Schroedlnger irawe funtion and Pfe, & are the "constants 
of the motion"; for us these represent the first in the chain of 
thrsa samplings (whlc'.t usually occurs somewhater in the collimatior 
defining that degree of freedom aa It enters the scattering region} 
needed to define the event at £. Note that this factor does not 
affect the pradlctions of probabilities based on \f\2 nor the dis
tant correlations built into <p a e ni However, our approach tells us 
that the event at £ (which now la being described only statisti
cally) cannot he specified until a third sampling has taken place 
for each degree of freedom. Until this has happened, V represents 
a prediction ind not an "element of reality" In the classical sense. 
In particular it will contain distant correlations which can be 
checked experimentally by making local measurements which complete 
the sampling chains, in our paradigm by the firing of a counter* 
Until all degrees of freedom are accounted for, there will still 
be correlations; once all relevant counters have fired, the process 
is completed and joins the fixed past. Of course these firings are 
themselves the start of new scattering chains. We ace that for us 
there is no overall "collapse of the wave function," only a local 
severance of phase chains. When all degrees of freedom are ac
counted for vs are describing separated systems. Thus the question 
of whether or not two systems are separated far us bolls dawn to 
whether we can account for all relevant degrees of freedom with or 
vlthout distant correlations. If we make a mistake in this, we 
tm/ find unexpected correlations In the laboratory; all this tells 
w is that ua have left out one or more relevant degrees of freedom 
?.td should start our analysis over using a more articulated system. 
Thus we claim that our theory leads naturally to a view of measure
ment that fits both quantum mechanical and classical experience 
without generating paradoxes. 
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Our new step is to make * specific interpretation of the bits 
tn our labels, calculate the basic turn ratio to which all others 
Are tft be referred, and discuss the costtologlcsl structure implied 
by our theory. In our earlier presentation (2) it was noted that 
the 16-bit string* at level 3 suggested Identification of these 
bits with the conserved quantum numbers of baryoa number, lepton 
number, charge and spin, and that i£we could assign a space-tine 
direction sense to (01) and (10) dichotMMus pairs* we could start 
to interpret discrimination an a Feynman dtagran vertex, Now that 
we Have succeeded tn constructing addresses for our labels and have 
shoved that <Ni-Nn> does indeed define Che sense of the velocity 
la 5*1 Minkowski space-tine, we can stake this connection precise, 

Conflder amain oar elementary sampling event 0Si52"S3"DS|,*S2* 
where all swings have the cenaten length 2Se+b, 9M,L2-l<3ia both 
case* while AjAa have velocities V]j£2 raferring to two sawpl ings 
before the event (i.e., b^ #b2<b) and A^'Aj' have velocities V|'^' 
referring to two samplings after (hi*)*****) the event, We Hvie 
that Interchanging "O's" and "l's" In all, the address strings 
reverses all directions, and hence corresponds tf> the parity opera
tion, while the "direction" of time rcfercs to the like In the 
propagator for a scattering process described in the last section, 
Thus, as In conventional theory, "time reversal" corresponds to 
cttnptex conjugation. Consider first: the labels for level 1. We 
have three basic processes: (10)+(OL)-*(ll)-*(10)*+(01)1, where we 
have tined an obvious shorthand for the addreasas, <ll)+<10)+(01)-» 
ClU'+dO)', and <Ql)+(in~ao)+<OD'+<ll)\ At this level we 
cannot say whether this quantum number refers to charge, or baryan 
number or lopton number or hcllclty for Spin 1/2• For concrctcncss 
think of It as charge. Then Interpret the string (xy) with x»l, 
y«0 as + charge, x«0, y-1 as - charge and x-1, y-1 as a "bound 
state" of two particles with positive and negative charge which, 
under macrtweepic examination, behaves as an uncharged particle. 
then the three basic processes arc seen, externally, to conserve 
charge. 

The "internal" structure requires discussion. Consider the 
second &tse in which we have *• charge externally and - charge 
internally. But internally. In an elementary process we cannot 
assign the sign of time flow meaningfully, since l£ is connected 
to only two and not three processes, and these are "vertices" and 
not sampling events, the obvious convention to adept is that at 
a •"vertex" all lines arc "incoming** or "outgoing," end that a 
negative particle moving backward is the sane as a positive parti
cle swing forward, then the apparent contradiction with charge 
conservation ta this process is renoved. In fact* this suffices 
to establish the usual Fcynaan rule, and can be extended to all 
our dlcnotomows quantum numbers as we see below, thus we data to 
Itave replaced the heuristic argument in (2) by a rigorous definition 
justified by the construction of "space-time" achieved above. 
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A secmd point requires earn. In the addresses there is a 
symmetry bemeen the Interchange of "O's" and "l*a" which we ex-
plotted In our derivation of the Lorenta transformation* But this 
symmetry doea not apply to the labels; It w n U take (11) Into (00) 
which Is not allowed because the latter la the null string and has 
an absolute significance. However, we can make an Interchange 
(xy)*(yx) which interchanges + and - charge (or bar yon and anti-
baryon or lepton and antlleptoo) In our dlchocoaous notation. 
Clearly thin corresponds to "charge conjugation" in the conven
tional theory. Spin or hellclty cannot be discussed In quite the 
saae way; we defer ft to the discussion of level 3. 

Our construction of level 2 above was based on a Matrix 
•apping. If we note, following Vanzani (23), that the alnlaal 
nuabcr of amplitudes needed to describe N particle scattering is 
2*""1-!, we can reinterpret level 2 In t«iw of seven processes 
generated by four particles. If we Interpret out 4-bit string as 
(a3+-> where a and S stand for particle and antipartlcle, we have 
two choices depending on wtiether the particle has positive or 
negative charge. Both lead to the unique 7 strings of level 2 as 
we se*>: 

a positive 
a+UOlO) 
5-<Ot01) 
a0(10U) 
30(0111) 

b negative 
b-U00l) 
E+C0110) 
b0(1000) 
R)(0100> 

(0+,J0)t(b-,S0) • q-(UOl) (q-,qO) (0001) 
(oO.aOJ.Cb-.S+J-qOdlOO) (q-,q+) (0011) 
(B-.aOJ.CB+^Oj-q+CUlO) <q0,q-M (0010) 

(q+.qO.q-) 
Clearly If we think of the first ease as Che charge structure of 
ppnn, q+qOq- correspond to n+n0«t- and the four additional quanta 
to p+o0o- and uO, The alternative choice would be eovv. In both 
cases wu have the basic charge structure of the mesons chat des
cribe phenomena in the few hundred MeV region—nuclear forces for 
the first and electron-positron scattering in the second, where 
the p is indeed the prominent resonant structure. 

This Interpretation holds up when we go to level 3 and inter
pret the 8 basic particles we need to fcrta the 7 string basis by 
adding the left and tight hellcity state* to baryon number, lepton 
number and charge according to the schema 

B B B + B - B L K R S L S R 
P L (10 I 0 1 0 0 0 00000000) 
PR no i o o i o ooooooooo) 
p l ( O H 1 D O 1 0 00000000) 
PR ( 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 100000000) 

t t t+ t - tL IR tL tit 
eL (OOOOOuOO 10 0 1 1 0 0 0) 
eR (DOO00DDO 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0) 
8L (00000000 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 ) 
6R (000000O0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1) 

Here we oust use care since a Lorents transformation con, for 
f in i t e teaas part ic les , change the sign of v without affecting the 
labe l , -tnd hence take an L state into an R state when referred to 
an external coordinate system. Consequently this se t contains only 
four basic particles (pfeS) and we must add to them n.n.v.v as 
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already foreshadowed In our discussion of level 2, We do not have 
apace here to go into details of how this 1B done and how we 
arrive at our version of the CPT theorem. He note that by putting 
together a particle and an anti-particle (aLaRZUR) wa get vector 
quanta VLO.010), Vo(llll), VR«U01) and a singlet quantum (0000). 
Since we have reason to believe from the zero range scattering 
theory (18) that it nay be convenient to take a tthealsr-Faynnen 
view of "photons" and give them a M M below the current threshold 
of detection) in that case the singlet quantum becomes the "coulomb" 
photon In the radiation gauge. Be do not have to commit ourselves 
at this point to whether or not the neutrino has a aaas as the 
question is still open experimentally. If it does not then we 
should use a "two component" theory which in our notation will be 
v: (0000000010001000) v: (000O0O0O0100O0001). The decision w i U 
only be nude after we have faced the dynamics of level 4, where 
we must achieve weak-electromagnetic unification! calculation of 
the Cabbibo angle, quarks, gluons, and heavy leptona. Since we 
obviously nave an 8+8 structure at level 3, this might come about 
through some version of Hararl's 0(8)*0(8) "rtshona"; wa leave 
this as a question for future research. 

Although we are not ready to discuss dynamical calculations 
at level 4 where, as we have already seen, the basic structure is 
tetraliadral, the four comers being labeled by the four levels of 
the hierarchy and connected to external lines, and hence among 
other processes to the decay of unstable particles such « the 
neutron, we can already calculate the basic mass ratio mp/ne using 
only level 3 concepts, Since the calculation has already been 
published (2,3) starting from slightly different but cle*ftly 
related points of view, and the algebraic details are unchanged, 
we only summarize the argument here, using the current context, 
Ihc Idea Is to calculate the electron mass-energy free) its electro
static energy, an idea that antedates quantum mechanics. If we 
start from an electron at rest with its level 3 label, it can 
"open up" via the uncertainty principle fluctuations Into two 
vertices labeled by level 1 and level 2 labels and close again with 
the electron label faming a closed tetrahedral structure, two of 
whose corners have the same label and which is therefore not chlral. 
Since we have seen that charge la conserved, one of these corners 
will carry *e and the other (l-x)e where x is a variable we esti
mate statistically and lies between 0 and 1 (inclusive). Assuming 
that these are separated by a distance r, again a Statistical 
variable, we then have that mec2=.e

2<x(l-x)><l/r>. Since the only 
other stable (or at least stable enough for the purposes of this 
calculation, since decays only come in at level 4) particles are 
the proton and antiproton, the energy which, In this static Calcu
lation, defines our shortest discrete step length is 2mpc , wa have 
that <l/rWm„c/h<l/y> where y is a discrete random variable 
ranging from 1 to some iarge number N which for practical purposes 
can be taken to infinity. Hence mec2»(2mpcez/h)<x(l-x)><l/y>. 
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Since the "coulomb photon" through which the process starts 
and ends Is only one of the 137 "quanta" Available to ua at 
level 3, the a «lorl probability of the process Is 1/137, which 
we Identify with eZ/gc.. After the first step, we keep on until 
the process eventually closes hack on the electron. Since each 
step will Increase the separation of the two (statistically defined) 
lumps of charge and the steps have three degrees of freedom (either 
the three dimensions of the space or the three degrees of freedom 
of the three levels of the hierarchy used la this context) we find 
thjt the weighting factor P(l/y)-l/y2 and hence that <l/y>-
/l dy7y» / £ dy/y*-4/5. Since the probability of the separation 
occur ring Is proportional to x(l-x) and the process must close, 
the weighting factor for the charge is (x(l-x)) 2. For one degree 
of freedom this gives K j - ^ t t - * ) ^ - J ^ i l - x ) 3 * * / f^xHl^O2^ -
3/14. Once the charge has separated the effective charge is x* or 
(1-x)*, so wa can write the recursion relation 

/o
l x3(I-x)3+l^_ 1x 2(l-xj 4 /J x3(l-it)3+Kn_lx*(l-x)2 

K" /> z<i-x) zdx ~ /> zd-x) 2dx 
14*7 V l 14Zj„0\7' 

Putting all this together we find that 
« /« - 137» 137ii 
V • <x{l-x»<l/y> 3/14(1 + 2/7 + 4/49)4/5 

-1836.151497 .... 
In remarkable agreement with the empirical value of 1836.15152(70). 
This completes the chain of discrete rules and calculations which 
allows ws to connect our numerical theory with laboratory experience. 

It is worth noting that our linear theory forces us (as we saw 
in the discussion of the Einsteln-deoroglte relation) to take as 
our basic step length lg*hc/E rather than the h7p that seems mora 
natural In a wave theory. This has the consequence that we expect 
the discrete aspects of our theory to come into prominence in die 
nuclear force problem at distances of h/2mpc»D.63 fm, rather than 
the usual estimate from the Wick-Yukawa mechanism of H/m)rcl'1.4 fm. 
Actually this is all right since our zero range theory gives us 
(19,20) the usual ona plan exchange "Interaction" at these dis
tances* But as is well known, though not always admitted, the con
ventional theories of the nuclear force baaed on hartrons break down 
completely at "distances" of 11/2^0=0,7 fm, which is still outside 
our absolute limit. Current theoretical efforts based on quantum 
chroaodynenica try to meet this with a phenomenological "quark bag" 
whose radius in some vorslons is -1 fm, which may already be in 
trouble with what we "know" empirically about the nuclear force 
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£roa nuclear physics, Thus, if our fundamental theory is to be 
approximated phenomenologlcally, we are comfortably and unequivo
cally on the side of the "small bag" theorists in this controversy. 

To calculate the central muse values of unstable particles 
will have to be deferred, AS already noted, until we can make a 
firm assignment of quantum numbers at level 4, At that point we 
will also have to calculate the correction to 1/137 arising from 
weak-elect roetagnettc unification, and a host of other problems. 
Clearly the theory will at that level face stringent eapirlcal 
teats, and in spite of this promising beginning, could still fail, 
But there is one problem we must anticipate already when it conies 
to gravitation. Using the Dyson argument to relate the gravita
tional coupling constant to the maximum number of gravitating 
massive particles we can define within their own reduced cpnpton 
wave length, we find a rest mass nc-C(Kc/C)/(2 1^ 7-l+117)1^^936 
MeV/e* rather than the pro con mass snp»938MeVYc . This of course 
does not upset our mp/m,, calculation since even if OQ should be 
taken as the fundamental unit of aass, it will cancel out in the 
ratio* Bur it does raise the question of why the proton is not the 
fundamental wit. Perhaps it is la fact unstable, and the dif
ference we encounter here is due to an electromagnetic correction 
Which we should ultimately be unable to compute. The question is 
open for us at present, but we incline to the view that neither 
la the fundamental unit. We think it would be best to take the 
aass unit as the rest ma»» of the universe, which brings us to 
cosmology. 

Returning to our three Fundamental processes, we have seen 
that 0 and D and our minimum labeling rule first bring us to 
1.7*10^8 labels which vc have now Identified with "quanta," then 
fill up the femuliUng label* of the 2 2 5 6-l non-null possibilities 
in the 256-bit string with labels we have been able to Identify 
with "particles" (although so far only a few of them with labora
tory definitions), and then go on to add "addresses" of increasing 
length n» Once this starts we have scattering processes which, 
because of our conservation laws, will settle down to aainly elec
trons, protons, neutrinos and photons, and if we get our particle 
physics right, to nuclei, stars, galaxies, planetary systems, 
biological evolution, social evolution, and "intelligent" techno
logical societies which can begin to understand these processes. 
Thus our cosmology, u,> to a point, is f«lrly conventionale But 
it has constraints, Clearly the lepton number and baryon number 
of the univevse cannot execod, for us, (1/2)(2*^-1) and oust lie 
between that upper limit and 2 1 2 7-l + 137. This is nut In conflict 
with current csttiuiitus of Lhits munbuc. We must ultimately be able 
not only to compute this nimrbur with precision, but also the flrtte 
energy of the universe. Thus we will eventually face stringent 
empirical tests coning from eosmological "observations." 

A second aspect of our model deserves mention. Because for 
us the maximum discrete address length at any time, n, refers buck 
to our initial generating o,.-ratIon, the "time since the big bang" 
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is indeed for us an absolute time which (vutalde of being discrete 
and statistical) is conceptually analogous to the absolute tims of 
Newton, Further, the address string* at length n m a x which contain 
all " I V or all "O's" provide an "event horizon" which keeps on 
growing! Unless the rest energy associated with our "big bang" 
turns out to be unexpectedly l»rge, we anticipate an "open" uni
versal We find this encouraging, particularly in the light of 
Dyson's recent analysis entitled "Tine Without End" (24) which 
suggests that the evolution of complex communicating systems can 
continue forever in such an environment. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Us data In this article to have shown that three well defined 

recursive processes supplemented by self-consistent rules of Inter
pretation provide a self-generating, self-organLzlag system Into 
which the current practice of physics fits In a natural, and we 
hope compelling, way. Thus We data to provide an "exoskeleton" 
for o w understanding of the universe, based on the conventional 
dimensional units of physics, — mass, length and tine — all of 
which have "derived." Yet we find it remarkable that only these 
three d loans ion-.1 units have sufficed for three centuries to form 
the basis of physics. Our model is clearly richer than this, Our 
definitions show how the informational content associated with 
physics can be accessed, but there could be other stable structures 
with Implications that could be tested in the laboratory. For 
Instance, "naked charm" and other quark flavors have been demon
strated indirectly by means of particle experiments. But the 
quarks and heavy leptons only scratch the surface of the 
2127-1 + 137 possibilities we necessarily have in our theory. 
Perhaps the three "colors'* of quantum dhroaodyaamlcs are a selec
tion from a Mich richer spectrun which (though ultimately discrete 
frost our point of view) sight add a new "dimension* chat goes 
beyond aaas, length and tine. Although our tneory sight seem to 
set rather rigid boundaries to what has been called "physics,* it 
could at the sane tiae open up unexpected possibilities for 
research. Only the uncertain future can decide. 
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VII. FOOTNOTES 
1. Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-

768*00515. 
2* & preliminary version of this paper prepared before the 

symposium is available as SLAC-PBB-2906 {April 1982). 
3. The work summarised here will be discussed in detail in a 

paper with the tentative title "A Reconstruction of Quantum 
Mechanicu using a Discrete, Recursive Model" Intended for 
submission to Physical Review D. 

4. This contention ie presented in detail in T, Bastln, A Com
binatorial Basis of the Physics of the Quantum (in prepara
tion). 
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